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Harriet Elizabeth Marks Collection

Size 2 boxes

Contents Lesson notes, examination papers

Date range c1925 to 1979

Biography Harriet Elizabeth Marks studied science at The University of Queensland while living at the Women's College, where in later years she was resident tutor. From 1923 to 1944 she taught mathematics and physics to schools and colleges in various locations throughout Queensland. Marks was made principal of the Domestic Science High School, Brisbane, in 1951 and later travelled to remote areas of Queensland teaching domestic science and supervising domestic science cars. In 1960 Marks founded the Home Economics Association of Queensland and in 1966 was made the first female president of the State's Institute of Inspectors of Schools. In 1989 Marks was made founding fellow of the Women's College and left a legacy to The University of Queensland that set up the Harriet Marks scholarship. – excerpted from Australian Dictionary of Biography

Notes Unrestricted access

Box 1
Folder 1 Exam papers, physics and chemistry

Folder 2 Chemistry tutorials

Folder 3 Handwritten notes on tarnishing metals
Handwritten notes on spark discharge

Folder 4 Physics I – practical notes

Folder 5 Examination papers, Home Science A and B
Folder 6
Correspondence courses, Interior decoration

Folder 7
Letter from Queensland Teachers’ Union, State Secondary Branch, 1950, attaching the New Junior Maths Syllabus by G. H. Jenks
Letter from G S Holmes, 1972, relating to metric system

Folder 8
Terminal examinations, physics

Folder 9
Lecture notes, physics

Folder 10
Lecture notes, physics and chemistry

Folder 11
Physics Electromagnetic Induction & Conduction of Electrics (handwritten notes)

Folder 12
Physics I, loose handwritten notes

Box 2
Folder 1

Folder 2
Science Teachers’ Association of Queensland, meeting minutes, 1950
Folder 3

*The Sunday Herald*, October 2, 1949

*The Sunday Mail, Color Magazine*, August 19, 1979

International Federation of University Women, *Newsletter*, no.4, 1952

*The Times Educational Supplement*, 11 April 1952

**Item 4**
Handwritten industrial chemistry lecture in exercise pad, 31/5/1922

**Item 5**
Handwritten organic chemistry lesson in exercise pad

**Item 6**
Handwritten chemistry lessons in exercise pad

**Item 7**
Physics 1, Book Two

**Item 8**
Physics 1, Book Three

**Item 9**
Physics 1 – Book Four

**Item 10**
Practical Physics II - Book II

**Item 11**
Physics II (Practical) - Book II

**Item 12**
Exercise Book, H. Marks, Chemistry, loose handwritten notes inside

**Item 13**
Senior Mathematics A. and B. Examination Papers, 1927-1937 with Full Solutions
Item 14
Chemistry and physics senior examination papers, 1926-1937 with solutions to physics

Item 15
Brisbane Technical Correspondence School receipt book, 1946-1947

Publications received and catalogued to Fryer

Australian Science Teachers’ Association Sub-committee, Report on a survey of physics teaching in Australian secondary schools in 1951, 12p

Queensland Conference of Women on National Problems, Report, 1943

Queensland University Musical Society, Seventieth Anniversary Celebration Songbook

Richards, H C, ‘The Cretaceous rocks of Woody Island, Queensland, and its neighbourhood, and their relations to the Burrum formation’, 1913

Richards, H C, ‘The nature, occurrence, and origin of Alunogen at Vandyke, near Springsure, Central Queensland’, 1918

Richards, H C, ‘The volcanic rocks of Springsure, Central Queensland’, 1918

Richards, H C, ‘The volcanic rocks of South-Eastern Queensland’, 1916

The report of the Standing Committees in support of the call to the people of Australia, 1952, [Melbourne : Committees in Support of the Call to the People of Australia], 1952


Simpson Bros Pty Ltd, Simpson’s domestic science service, Brisbane, Apr – May 1953

St. Lucia Gazette, Vol. 6, No. 4, July 1979


University of Queensland, Courses within the Faculty of Science and the Professions to which they may lead, University of Queensland Press, Dec 1951, 11 p

University of Queensland Alumni Association, Alumni Day 1971 program

Publications received and held elsewhere

The Journal of Inspectors of Schools of Australia, June 1945

The Australian Journal of Science, Vol.15, No.1, August 1952

Australia. Office of Education, Education News

- Vol.3, No.7, February 1952
- Vol.3, No.10, August 1952